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Editor’s Letter
THE UNFAILING SPIRIT OF THIS
region never ceases to amaze me. When
times get hard, Southeast Ohioans
don’t run from a challenge. They fight
through it, as evidenced by our many
stories highlighting that “won’t-backdown” attitude.
Local cancer survivors, or better yet
thrivers, became empowered through
their struggles by starting a dragon boat
racing team (22). Community support
brought a landmark lodge back from
ruin (28). After suffering an injury, a
former football pro returned home,
giving back to his town in more ways
than one (7). With such great determination, how could you not be proud to
call Southeast Ohio home?
Of course, we have lighter material
to help you pass the warm, sun-filled
days to come. Check out our bed and
breakfast guide (2) for cozy nearby
retreats or peruse our book list (6) for
thrilling page-turners from the region.
As always, visit our website for even
more stories following the amazing
people, places and pastimes of Southeast
Ohio. This time around, you’ll also
find an interactive map that pinpoints
locations for some of the stories featured
in these pages.
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Our staff has really put together an inspiring issue, one I hope will encourage you
to take on the things you never thought
possible. There’s nothing the friends and
family of this region can’t accomplish.
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Reading a story is fun, but nothing beats seeing the action in real life. Visit our
website to access an interactive map that pinpoints all of the major spots
mentioned in this issue.
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Et Cetera

| Bed and Breakfasts

&

Rise Shine
V I S I T T H E S E 1 6 R E L A X I N G G E TAWAY S I N Y O U R O W N B A C K YA R D
Story by Jess Cohen

1. THE HARKINS HOUSE INN
  Caldwell, Noble County
  The grand oak staircase of this bed and breakfast fits
   perfectly with the rest of the Victorian-style inn, whose
   rooms burst with color and charm. » (740) 732-7347
2. A GEORGIAN MANNER BED & BREAKFAST
  Logan, Hocking County
  Hikers and wildlife lovers will find this Georgian bed and
   breakfast especially attractive; it’s located near Hocking
   Hills State Park and is also the third stop on the Hocking
   Valley Birding Trail. » georgianmanner.com
3. STRATTON HOUSE INN
  Flushing, Belmont County
  The Stratton House Inn is perfect for large groups and
   families as the entire establishment can be rented for
   either a week or several days.
  » strattonhouse.com
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4. THE PINES OF DRESDEN BED & BREAKFAST
  Dresden, Muskingum County
  History buffs will find solace in The Pines of Dresden; it’s
   the oldest home in the village. The inn’s rooms also cater
   to the popular birding trend in Southeast Ohio with each
   room named after a different bird.
» thepinesofdresden.com
5. HENRY MANOR BED & BREAKFAST
  Lancaster, Fairfield County
  Though Henry Manor’s two antique-decorated rooms are
   available for overnighters, the real magnetism is its
   versatility; the manor is available for weddings,
   receptions, bridal and baby showers, luncheons, tea
   parties and more. » www.henrymanor.com
6. THE MEAD HOUSE BED & BREAKFAST
  Nelsonville, Athens County
  Prominent Athens physician I.P. Primrose built this
   house in 1882 and more than 40 other homes in
  Nelsonville during his lifetime. Decades later, the house
   was restored with wood floors, detailed woodwork, a
   winding staircase and plaster walls.
  » nelsonvillebedandbreakfast.com

7. CARPENTER INN & CONFERENCE CENTER
  Carpenter, Meigs County
   The Carpenter Inn & Conference Center sits atop the
   highest point in Meigs County, providing guests with a
   truly private and peaceful getaway. » carpenterinn.com

12. PINE LAKES LODGE
  Salesville, Guernsey County
  Pine Lakes Lodge, also known as a log cabin palace,
   boasts a scenic location in Amish country and offers
   guided horseback rides to tour the property.
  » pinelakeslodge.com

8. THE DOWNING HOUSE BED & BREAKFAST
   Middleport, Meigs County
  The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn fans might feel closer
   to author Mark Twain during a stay in The Downing
   House. Major John B. Downing, a riverboat captain who
   resided in the house from 1899 until 1914, befriended
   Twain during his lifetime. » thedowninghouse.com

13. MURPHIN RIDGE INN
  West Union, Adams County
   This bed and breakfast was recognized by National
  Geographic Traveler as one of the greatest 54 inns in
   America and was also featured in Ohio Magazine as one
   of 12 Ohio inns worth the visit. » murphinridgeinn.com

9. SARAH’S HOUSE VICTORIAN BED & BREAKFAST
  Dresden, Muskingum County
   Stepping into Sarah’s House is like stepping into a time
   machine. The innkeepers took special care to adhere to a
   Victorian theme throughout the house; there is even
   a chamber pot in one of the rooms (though the home
   does contain modern-day comforts). » sarahshouse.com

14. COLONEL TAYLOR INN BED & BREAKFAST
  Cambridge, Guernsey County
   The Colonel Taylor Inn Bed & Breakfast, one of the
   more pictorial inns in Southeast Ohio, was built for
   Colonel Joseph Taylor, an influential 19th-century
   educator, attorney, businessman and politician.
  » coltaylorinnbb.com

10. INN & SPA AT CEDAR FALLS
   Logan, Hocking County
   The Inn & Spa at Cedar Falls is more than just a bed and
   breakfast. The inn includes nine rooms, and the grounds
   of the property contain 12 cottages and five
  1840s-styled cabins. » innatcedarfalls.com

15. THE HOUSE ON HARMAR HILL
  Marietta, Washington County
   This bed and breakfast sits atop a hill that gives guests a
   panoramic view of the Ohio and Muskingum rivers.
  » (740) 374-5451

11. CABIN IN THE ORCHARD
   Philo, Muskingum County
  This bed and breakfast in Muskingum County is located
   on a working orchard that consists of 26 variations of
   apples, peaches, seedless table grapes, plums and
  blueberries. » cabinintheorchard.com

16. BEAR RUN INN
  Logan, Hocking County
   Bear Run Inn was voted as one of the Top 15 Inns in
   North America three years in a row by Arrington’s Book of
  Lists in Inn Traveler Magazine. » bearrun.com

Et Cetera | Around the Region

Dipping into
Business
IN 2010, DUANE BORING

PROVIDED

A Simple Family Affair
PROVIDED

Coming
Full
Circle

WHEN BARB CAMPAGNOLA started

working at Paper Circle, an art studio
focusing on paper and book arts, the
creative surroundings of the Nelsonville Square inspired her. In 2005,
she started Circle Round the Square,
a summer arts and wellness program
for children in the Nelsonville-York
School District. Now in its seventh
year, Circle Round the Square has 60 to
65 students and offers visual, performing, collaborative and cooking arts
opportunities. “I felt it was a matter of
social justice,” says Campagnola, Paper

Circle’s executive director. She says the
district, in which many students live
below the poverty line, does not offer
art classes for kindergarten through
eighth-grade students, adding there is
only one elective art class at the high
school. Even Stuart’s Opera House has
joined her mission, allowing children
to perform and display their art at the
end of the program. Campagnola says,
“It didn’t feel right that we should be on
the square and have all this art while the
kids have none.”

— MARIKA LEE

Double Duty Beauty
MEGAN WISE SPENDS HER week-

PROVIDED
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days teaching first graders at Meigs
Primary School in Pomeroy, but the
pretty, blue-eyed redhead has an
alter-ego: She is a bona fide beauty
queen. After six years of competing
in the Miss Ohio USA system, five
years of Top Five finalist titles, a crown
from first runner-up at 2012’s Miss
Ohio and the top prize from 2012’s
Miss Heart of Ohio, Wise is a pageant
veteran. The 23-year-old Gallia native
says many people assume she was a
toddler in a tiara, but she didn’t catch

the pageantry bug until she was 17.
When Wise isn’t putting in eight-hour
days in 6-inch heels on the catwalk,
she’s relishing in her other love: teaching. Though Wise often jokes that she
leads two separate lives, she hopes that
her ability to inspire others carries over
to both professions. “The toughest
competitor that you will ever face is
you,” Wise says. “As clichéd as it may
sound, the best thing that you can be
is yourself, and no one else can do it
but you.”

HUNGRY? NESTLED IN downtown

Cambridge sits a family-run restaurant
that has been turning out delicious dishes
since 1931. Theo’s Restaurant in Guernsey
County has been in the Theodosopoulos
family for more than three generations,
serving exceptional American fare such as
Jack Daniel’s marinated pork chops and
spicy lamb gyros. Current owners, brothers

Alex and Steve, are convinced a combination of quality ingredients and the laid-back
atmosphere are what brings customers back
time and time again. “The reason we have
so many repeat customers is because we’re
a family business and we make our patrons
feel like a part of the family,” says Manny
Theodosopoulos, yet another family member you’ll find at Theo’s.
— MADDIE GAITHER

Out of Hiding
IMAGINE DISCOVERING THAT

a simple bridge or an old house
had amazing historical significance.
PBS’s history series American Experience and Muskingum County have
teamed up to pinpoint locations
important to the anti-slavery movement of the 1800s through an interactive map. The map, which can
be found in the form of an iPhone
app and online at pbs.org, features
69 sites scattered throughout Ohio,
including Zanesville. Now, history
buffs and curious travelers alike can
experience the abolitionist movement by reading the details contained in each of the map’s red pins.
For example, visit George Guthrie’s
impressive home where he hid free-

PROVIDED

dom seekers or the Putnam Presbyterian Church,
whose members supported the Underground
Railroad. The map ties into the PBS documentary
The Abolitionists, which premiered in January.
— KATIE O’CONNOR

could not find a buffalo ranch
dip he liked. So he went into
his Ross County kitchen, started tossing ingredients together
and created a new product.
“I knew when I was
mixing it up I needed to
write down the ingredients,
or I would never get it right
again,” Boring says.
The newfound entrepreneur, of Kingston, calls his
creation Buff Lo Dip, which
can be slathered on tacos,
pizza, hot dogs and more.
But Boring’s favorite use for
his creamy dip is heating
it up for garnishing Cool
Ranch Doritos.
It took Boring, who works
as an insurance agent in
Chillicothe, a year and a half
to get Buff Lo Dip ready for
mass production.
After a year of making the
dip in his kitchen, he contacted the Appalachian Center
for Economic Networks in
Athens, which let him use its
facilities to make 274 jarfuls.
Now, Buff Lo Dip is sold
in 245 stores throughout
the Midwest, including
Busy Day Market in Athens,
Jerry’s Jamestown Market in
Jackson and Valero Station
in Kingston.
Despite such success,
Boring and his family still
find time to make the product by hand using a facility
in Kingston.
Having no background in
the food business, he often
garners jealousy from longterm foodies.
“I just stumbled on it by
accident,” he says. “I got lucky.”

— MARIKA LEE

— HOLLY COLETTA
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| Book List

Local Folks

| Football Coach

Can’t Miss: 4 Summer Reads

Kick back, relax and grab some lemonade with one of Southeast Ohio’s picks
By Callie Driehorst | Photo by Kelsey Bantum

Mike Bartrum spots one of his players during a morning workout.

Saving Seeds, Preserving Taste:
Heirloom Seed Savers in Appalachia
—

A Killing in the Hills
—

BY BILL BEST

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Julia Keller weaves a web
of mystery in her debut novel. Set in the fictional Acker’s
Gap, West Virginia, a mother and daughter fight to save
their town after a violent shooting. Keller, who teaches
journalism at Ohio University, evokes the natural beauty of
a region struck by poverty and hardship.

BY JULIA KELLER

The cultural tradition of seed saving and the remarkable
people behind the practice are examined in this thoughtful
history. Certain varieties of plants would have been lost
forever if it weren’t for these Appalachian seed savers. Author Bill Best will walk you through a world in which seed
savers and corporate food culture meet.
Marietta College Baseball:
The Story of the ‘Etta Express
—

Cold Outhouses and Kerosene Lamps:
A Living History of Southeastern Ohio
—

BY GARY CARUSO

EDITED BY R. T. LASLEY AND SALLIE HOLT

The Marietta College Pioneers—nicknamed the ‘Etta
Express for how they’ve run over the competition for five
decades—are local legends who won five NCAA Division
III National Championships. Marietta College alum Gary
Caruso tells the story of this dominant college baseball
dynasty in a compelling way that any reader would enjoy.

Times may change, but people stay the same. Almost 500
Ohioans contributed to this anthology in which the setting
of Southeast Ohio plays a backdrop to memories of homemade toys, old cars, farm chores, soda fountains and how
things used to be in the Appalachian region. Contributors
share how historical events like World War II and the Great
Depression affected their childhoods in Southeast Ohio.

WEB EXTRA
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Don’t forget to check our website for blogs covering even more
of the unique people and places throughout the region.

Homecoming
Mike Bartrum’s playbook takes him back onto the field for
a second season as the Marauders’ football coach.
Story by Marlowe Alter

I

n his youth, former NFL player Mike Bartrum used to tag
along with his grandfather to Meigs County’s local grocery
store, peering up at the towering walls stocked with food.
It was during those seemingly insignificant trips when
Bartrum learned a lesson he still lives by today. “My grandpa
would see somebody who was less fortunate and would always
pay for them,” Bartrum says. “I think my grandpa and my parents raised me in a way that you’re supposed to pay it forward.”
After playing 13 seasons in the NFL on four different
teams, Bartrum is back in his hometown, following his grandpa’s example.
In April 2012, 42-year-old Bartrum was hired to coach
football at his alma mater, Meigs High School. He succeeded long-time coach Mike Chancey, whose father, Charles,

| Photos by Taehoon Kim

coached Bartrum when he was donning the maroon and gold
jersey himself.
After starring as the school’s quarterback during the late
’80s and winning a Division I-AA title at Marshall University
in 1992, he went on to play professional football, participating in two Super Bowls and earning a Pro Bowl nod as a long
snapper/tight end. He retired because of an injury in 2006,
and decided to bring his family back to Pomeroy and repay the
community that gave him his start.
“He is a fine ambassador not only for Meigs but for the
game of football,” says Ron Hill, athletic director for Meigs
High School, who first met Bartrum while he was at Marshall.
“He believes a lot in children and the future. We were really
lucky to get him.”
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CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

As a long snapper/tight end in the NFL, Bartrum scored
some impressive achievements during his football career.

Touchdowns

11

17

Receptions

‘91

‘92

‘93

‘94

Kansas City
Chiefs

‘95

Green Bay
Packers

‘97

‘96

‘98

New England
Patriots

Bartrum overhauled the playbook,
expanding the passing offense and even
sprinkling in some trick plays. Beyond
that, Bartrum and his staff were more
focused on changing the culture of the
football program. He credits the smarts
he acquired in the NFL with assisting
him in developing his own coaching
philosophy. Namely, Bartrum points to
Andy Reid, former assistant coach of
the Green Bay Packers and head coach
of the Philadelphia Eagles, as one of his
biggest influences.
“Coach Reid always said, ‘If you take
care of all the little things, big things are
going to happen.’ That’s kind of our motto,” Bartrum says. “The wins will come
later down the road. All of our coaches
agreed to that, and I love that we’re all on
the same page.”
Though the Meigs High School football team struggled in Bartrum’s inaugural season, finishing fifth in the six-team
Tri-Valley Conference and ending with
a 3-7 record, Bartrum’s message quickly
resonated with his players.
“He’s a really enthusiastic person,”
says Devon Cundiff, a junior running
back and safety. “It inspires us a lot.
Coach Bartrum just pushes us and
makes us keep going.”
During any given 6 a.m. weight
room workout, it’s evident why the players love and respect their new coach. He
greets each of them during warmups,
asking how they are doing while also reminding them to keep their grades up.
“He’s a nice person. He’ll help you if
you need anything,” Cundiff says. “He
makes me get on my work. He’ll talk to
my teachers and make sure I got all my
grades up. He cares about my life; he
wants to see me accomplish stuff.”
During the morning workout, Bartrum’s neck muscles pierce through his
skin as he encourages players, urging
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Playoff games

Super Bowl XXXI
AFC Champion

Produce Auction

Career Games

Super Bowl XXXIX
NFC Champion
‘99

‘00

‘01

‘02

‘03

‘04

Philadelphia
Eagles

‘05

‘06

‘07

‘08

‘09

‘10

Pro Bowl

Potential bidders gather inside the auction house to look at items for sale while others help themselves to a potluck.

Mike Bartrum and his players “break it down” after an early morning workout
this winter.

them on. “The way he coaches, it gets
you pumped up,” says Morgan Tucker,
a junior tackle.
But Bartrum is more than just a football coach; he’s a hometown hero.
After moving back to Meigs County, he helped found the New Horizons
Christian Enrichment Center for 4- and
5-year-olds and opened a youth flag
football league. At the New Horizons
pre-school, created in 2006, Bartrum
ran a once-a-week physical activity class
called “Fit and Fun with Mr. Mike” for
four years.
Now with his overflowing responsibilities, Bartrum does not visit the school
often, but says, “If they need anything,
they know I’m a phone call away.”
He is currently one of three county
commissioners as well as president of the
Meigs Local Enrichment Foundation
(MLEF). As president of the foundation, Bartrum helped raise $2 million to

build a new football stadium along with
an eight-lane track, a top-of-the-line
cross-country course, and baseball and
softball fields. It was an emotional lift
for the players, school and community.
“It gives our kids a newer, safer [facility]. It’s something we can be proud of,”
says Hill, who adds that Meigs is looking to expand the program into possible summer concerts, “making it truly
something special for our district.”
Though Meigs was winless at home,
the community came out in droves to
scope out the new stadium. Hill estimates a 15 to 20 percent increase in
overall attendance this past season.
But Bartrum doesn’t want them to
show up just because of the new digs.
“We want people to show up because
there’s pride,” he says, “because they
understand there are good people here
who’re working hard and doing the
right thing.”

Going Once, Going Twice!
At the Chesterhill Produce Auction, the food is as diverse as the bidders
Story by Casey Compernolle

H

orseshoes clank in a rhythmic beat. Cardboard boxes slide on the sun-beaten
pavement. Colorful bounties
of raspberries, plums, peaches and cherries overflow to make a mouthwatering
display. Amid this flurry of activity, two
women vie for the last batch of strawberries, flashing friendly smiles.
It’s another typical day at the Chesterhill Produce Auction in Morgan County.
“There’s just a warmth here,” says Michelle Decker, executive director at Rural Action, a locally based development
group. Though the Chesterhill Produce
Auction runs during the relatively sunny
months of May through October, Deck-

| Photos by Sonya Paclob

er speaks of a different kind of warmth.
“The auction is a great community
event that is able to bring all different
walks of life together,” she says.
Some come in horse-drawn buggies.
Others arrive in family-sized vans. From
students to farmers, the auction has become a Morgan County melting pot.
Amish and non-Amish agriculturalists
travel to the event in hopes of sharing
fresh produce with the local community.
With eight produce auctions already
established in Ohio, these events are a
growing trend. Generally associated with
Amish and Mennonite communities, they
are similar to farmers markets where produce is sold in large quantities, except auc-

tions are more fast-paced and competitive.
At a farmers market, the produce is
sold at a fixed price and determined by
the seller. At a produce auction, consumers bid on the fruits and veggies, with top
prizes ultimately falling into the hands of
the highest bidders. “That competitiveness is what makes the atmosphere fun,”
Decker says.
Jean and Marvin Konkle, founders of
the Chesterhill Produce Auction, moved
to Morgan County with fruitful plans of
community and food. The Konkles had
seen a successful produce auction at work
in Ross County and hoped to help the idea
migrate to the village of Chesterhill.
The Konkles, however, knew they
S UM M E R / FAL L 2 0 1 3
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FROM LEFT Paul Harper from Athens and Jean Konkle catch up at the auction. Jean and her husband, Marvin, founded the Chesterhill Produce Auction in 2003; Perry County residents Jody Shriver and her son, William, check out the fresh produce before the
auction begins.

couldn’t do it alone. That’s when Rural Action stepped in.
Rural Action offered the Konkles the opportunity to attend conferences and begin networking with economic development leaders. In time, they began to formulate a plan and
convince growers to join the initiative.
In 2004, others seeing the potential for the auction jumped
on board. Eventually, a foundation for the auction was created, comprising the Konkles, Ohio State University Extension
Educators, Rural Action’s Sustainable Agriculture Coordinator Tom Redfern and a variety of growers. Shortly after, the
Chesterhill Produce Auction was born. During its humble beginnings, the auction was held under a tent before a structure
could be built.
The Konkles retired in 2009, but Rural Action was eager to
take over where the couple left off. “We got money from the

Appalachian Regional Commission, local farmers and investors in order to purchase the auction and continue,” says Redfern, current manager of the Chesterhill Produce Auction.
With 40 percent growth in just three years, the auction
has become a Southeast Ohio must-see for anyone interested
in purchasing local produce.
The auction has encouraged cultivators to keep growing
by helping populations of farmers who can’t transport their
food to markets. “The more markets we are able to develop,
the more we can encourage farmers to grow,” Decker says.
The farmers aren’t the only ones, however, who benefit.
Larger institutions and restaurants can bid on large quantities
of food, getting them at a lower cost than they would from
the global food system, while supporting local farmers as well.
“The auction has been a way to create income and en-

Like this box of nectarines, all produce is tagged at the auction with the grower’s number and a description.

The more markets we are able to develop, the more we can encourage farmers
to grow.”
– MICHELLE DECKER

trepreneurial opportunities that otherwise couldn’t have been
done,” Decker says.
Local produce is safer and healthier for a variety of reasons. Most notably, crops are picked at their peak, which is
why not all produce is offered during auction months. The
foods are essentially coming straight from the farm and not
sitting in planes or warehouses.

“The more local a food system is, the safer and more equitable it is for all participants,” Redfern maintains. Meat, specifically, is often produced nearby, allowing farmers to oversee
preparation before the meat reaches the table.
And even with several other produce auctions in Ohio,
Redfern doesn’t see them as rivals, but rather as supporters of
a larger mission. “We’re all working together to collaborate,
not compete,” he says.
These days, it seems the produce auctions aren’t the only
ones collaborating for a local food system shift.
Last year alone, local community members who wanted to
dedicate their time to the auction’s sustainable development
cause logged more than 1,000 volunteer hours.
Whether they are buyers or sellers, Decker says, “People truly feel like they can make a difference in their community.”

RIPE & READY

Wondering when certain produce is in
season? Check out when some of your
favorites are available—most last until
the fall.

ASPARAGUS

Illustrations by Grace Stees
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STRAWBERRIES
MAY

ZUCCHINI

SPINACH

CABBAGE/LETTUCE

RASPBERRIES
JUNE

GREEN ONION

PEAS

BLACKBERRIES

TOMATOES

CARROTS
JULY

PEPPERS

CHERRIES

MELONS
AUGUST

GRAPES

APPLES

PUMPKINS
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Local Folks

| Comic Genius

FROM LEFT A glimpse into Sandy Plunkett’s sketchbook shows a drawing for the Lake Hope Lodge; Plunkett speaks to an
Ohio University art student interested in comic book art.

It was like there was a little bubble over this town and time stayed still.
The people seemed to have it together.”
– SANDY PLUNKETT

Artist Sandy Plunkett sits in his home studio.

Graphic Details
From superhero comics to political cartoons, Sandy
Plunkett finds artistic inspiration in Athens
Story by Callie Driehorst | Photos by Olivia Wallace

A

s the child of two New York City artists, Sandy
Plunkett grew up immersed in art and skyscrapers.
It wasn’t long before he embraced the lifestyle in
his own fashion, with superheroes springing from

his pencil.
Born in 1955, Plunkett grew up during the heyday of
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comic books. He devoured the stories of Marvel Comics’
Spider-Man, Iron Man and other fictional heroes, often replicating the figures onto his own sketchbooks. After a year of art
school at the State University of New York, he began freelance
work for his idol Marvel as well as its competitor, Detective
Comics (DC Comics), illustrating the covers for many issues.

But since 1990, when he left the Big Apple to set up shop
in Athens, he has finally found an environment in which he
and his work can thrive.
“It was like there was a little bubble over this town and
time stayed still,” he says. “The people seemed to have it together. They’d built their own houses, they grew their own
food and they could take apart their own car and put it
back together.”
Athens was exactly what Plunkett needed. He felt more at
home among the hills and trees than he did surrounded by
beeping taxis and screeching sirens. He continued working for
Marvel for nearly two decades, drafting, drawing and submitting work from his home studio.
Plunkett’s work can now be seen throughout Athens
County in beer bottle labels for Jackie O’s Pub and Brewery
and illustrated political cartoons for The Athens News. Most
recently, he completed an installment of three works that
will be shown at Lake Hope Lodge in Vinton County. He
also designs brochures and sometimes creates sketches requested by fans. In 2010, he published a book, The World
of a Wayward Comic Book Artist, adapting drawings from his
personal sketchbook.
Adjusting easily to Athens life, Plunkett found he not only
enjoyed this mix of graphic design and cartoon drawing, but
also preferred it. Drawing a superhero presented the same artistic challenges as designing album artwork for a local band.
The difference is the working relationship between the artist
and client.
“It’s really from that relationship that I feel inspiration
grows,” he says. “I would not be interested in art if I were just
doing single images for their own sake.”
This past winter, The Kennedy Museum of Art in Athens
commissioned Dave Filipi, director of The Wexner Center
for the Arts in Columbus, to design an exhibit of Plunkett’s

work. Filipi describes Plunkett as very thoughtful in how he
approaches a piece. It is this methodical nature that makes
his work so impressive but also ill-suited for working in the
big-city industry.
“He is a more deliberately paced worker; it shows in his
work,” Filipi says. “His line drawings are just exquisite and
give off this romantic quality that if you were rushing all the
time wouldn’t be able to do something with.”
Single images do not interest Plunkett because his talents lie
beyond simple illustration; he considers himself a storyteller.
Filipi says that is an important distinction to make and one he
considered while designing Plunkett’s exhibit.
“A lot of people might be incredibly skilled illustrators,
but they don’t necessarily have a talent for telling a story that
way,” Filipi says. “There is an art that goes into how one panel
interacts with the next panel or how one page interacts with
another page.”
The best examples of Plunkett’s work as a visual storyteller
are ones created with simple details that can say a lot while still
allowing room for interpretation. These qualities allow the audience to get more from the story.
“There are panels where the facial expressions between
characters say much more without the words,” Filipi says.
“When you look at it with the word balloons, it’s so reductive.
It takes your interpretation and reduces it down to what the
words on the pages are.”
Plunkett’s work is characterized by more than just storytelling; he describes his style as “romantic” and “classic.” Filipi
sees Plunkett’s work as inherently “gothic”— a style to draw
audiences in.
“When you’re looking at his work, you almost expect a
Twilight Zone episode to break out,” Filipi says. “There’s this
mood that hangs over that you wonder what sort of danger may
be lurking behind the characters or outside the story.”
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Here & There |
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In Stewart, a jungle of rare plants
awaits the intrepid gardener
Story by Casey Compernolle

| Photos by Sam Owens
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Ken Frieling (left) and the late Tom Winn (right), who unexpectedly passed away March 8, started Glasshouse Works in 1978.
In the shop, visitors can find everything from terrariums to pink flamingos.

T

all bamboo grows sturdy in
the distance. Fresh rain disrupts a pond, home to tangerine-colored Koi fish. Humidity and perspiration fog up
two nearby greenhouses, leaving much to the imagination.
And for a moment, one
might forget he or she is not
nestled in a Japanese jungle,
but rather in the quiet village of Stewart in Athens County.
Entering Glasshouse Works is similar to entering a magical,
botanical oasis—much like a dream. And for owners Ken Frieling and the late Tom Winn, the business began as just that.
The budding business started out like most do: small and
hopeful. But since its start in 1978, Glasshouse Works has
grown and thrived, much like its plants. They began growing
plants for themselves and their plant-enthusiast friends. Aside
from Ken’s basic skills growing up on a farm, the two had minimal gardening experience before starting Glasshouse Works.
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The self-taught horticulturists started filling mailing orders
in Corning, while simultaneously tending to friends’ gardening
needs in Huntington, West Virginia. Their small customer base,
however, was short-lived. In just one year, Glasshouse Works
began to take off.
It was evident there was an increasing demand for odd, exotic plants. It didn’t take long before the owners responded and
began growing their own rarities. Hellebores, witch hazel, redbud and coleus are just a few of the regional favorites.
In 1998 they decided to ditch their part-time teaching jobs
to tend to the overwhelming amount of online orders they
were receiving.
Today, the fruits of the partners’ labor is a global empire that
tends to customers all across the world. The foliage conservatory that once started from small beginnings has served almost
100,000 plant lovers over the past 35 years.
So, what keeps people coming back? Some customers would
say the plants, while others would say the service.
Peter Borchard, owner of Companion Plants, has done his
fair share of business with Glasshouse Works since its inception.

“If I go out there and have something I’m
looking for, they’re always so friendly and
eager to help me get it,” he says.
With four-fifths of their business online, Glasshouse Works has the luxury of
leaving roots in countries like Ukraine,
Japan, Canada and New Zealand. Their
biggest customers, however, reside within
the U.S., with mail orders coming from
New York, Texas and California.
The business primarily focuses on
national orders, which make up about
80 percent of their sales—a staggering
amount compared to the 10 percent they
sell internationally.
“We do international orders just because we simply think it’s cool to have
[our] plants overseas,” Ken says.
But for those who want to experience
this flora aura beyond its online presence, Glasshouse Works is open to the
public from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Fridays
and Saturdays.
Walk-ins, which make up the last 10
percent of Glasshouse Works’ sales, are
an important part of the business.
“The first time I was [at Glasshouse
Works], I thought I was in a jungle. Everywhere I looked I saw 20 things I had
never seen before, and for someone inter-

ested in plants, it’s just mind-boggling,”
Borchard says.
Glasshouse Works is also rich in history. The former Stewart Hotel, which
was built in 1875 and once housed Ohio
railroad crews, now serves as an office for
day-to-day operations. The building today also holds an impressive selection of
ornate plants, terrariums and collectibles.
Terrariums, miniature glass enclosures, are making a popular comeback
from the ’70s and represent one of the
fastest-selling products at Glasshouse
Works. This form of gardening art lets
people use their resources and channel
their creativity. The glass conservatories
can be made with everything from empty
fish tanks to old light bulbs.
These days, one of the most popular
terrarium types is the Victorian style,
which is often sought out at flea markets
and antique shows.
Glasshouse Works offers a variety of
transparent containers along with larger terrariums, known as Wardian Cases.
Customers can buy ready-made terrariums, or they can take the do-it-yourself
route and purchase the enclosures empty.
With orders this spring from the United States Botanic Garden and features in

MAKE A FAIRY GARDEN
Looking for a fun gardening project to
do with the whole family? Try building a
fairy garden. These miniature landscapes
can be tended to year-round and are said
to bring good luck to the home. Here are
a few plant ideas from Glasshouse Works
to get you started:
What you need
» For structure and height
Use miniature creeping figs, mosses
and grasses with dwarf shrublets.
» For outdoor winter gardens
Tiny conifers are hardy and thrive
in cold temperatures.
» For indoor tropical gardens
Tiny Serissas, figs and
Cupheas work best.
» For succulent gardens
Try creeping Sedums, Haworthias
and mini jades, which can survive
in dry indoor air.

Better Homes and Gardens and Ohio Magazine, Glasshouse Works is putting Stewart on the national gardening map with
magical and exotic plants.
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Pastimes

| Food Swap

FROM LEFT Cookies and jam samples await taste testing; bidders fill out their swap cards.

It’s just a passion that I like to do. Some people like to race cars and play golf. I
know you think I’m weird, but we give these [seeds] away.”
– TIM BARNHART

Josie Porter and Tim Barnhart discuss seeds as other food swappers sample homemade goods.

Give and Take

Sharing culinary creations and friendship, Perry County
residents perfect the food swap
Story by Katie O’Connor

“I

t’s maple season!” Eileen Noll chimes as she glides
across the room holding a bowl of salad in one hand
and a jar of homemade maple vinaigrette in the other, then places both on the sample table.
For the past four months, Shawnee residents have been
mastering the art of the food swap. Homemade apple butter,
zucchini relish and cranberry chutney—all for free. Well, kind
of. The food swap allows attendees to expand their food palates
by trading their homemade goods for those made by others.
Trading goods isn’t a new concept, but this recent rise in popularity brings a new twist to the bartering system. Martha Stewart
even hosted her own swap and wrote about it on her website.
About 15 people gather each month at the Tecumseh
Theater in Perry County to sample and swap mouthwatering
homemade dishes. Four tables sit in the middle of the room,
covered in tablecloths and ready to hold homemade goods.
Jaime Groves keeps 7-year-old daughter, Andrea, a food swap
beginner, busy with small tasks. She already prepared a plate
of lemon curd and carrot cake jam-filled sandwiches on one of
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the sample tables. Noll, who came to set up shop early, proudly
displays her swap goods on an opposite table with her partner
in crime, her 17-year-old daughter, Ellie.
“Maple syrup, maple cheesecake cups that Ellie made, maple dressing, eggs and egg noodles. Oh, and cranberry chutney.
I kind of try to tie it all in,” Noll says. “My husband thinks I
get too excited about all this stuff, and I do.”
In the back, bags of seeds cover an entire table. Tom Johnson and Tim Barnhart from the Somerset Seed Savers give
away seeds with the aid of a grant to promote homegrown
foods from Job and Family Services.
“It’s just a passion that I like to do,” Barnhart says. “Some
people like to race cars and play golf. I know you think I’m
weird, but we give these [seeds] away.”
Across the room, Groves unloads her food swap hosting
gear. As people arrive, she makes sure that everyone signs in
and then gives each person a nametag. For many of the arrivals,
this is not their first swap.
“We’ve been to every one they’ve had,” says Clint Porter,

who arrives with his wife, Josie. “I think
this is kind of cool, though. I mean, you
don’t have to pay for anything. You just
kind of bring what you’re going to make
and then give it to somebody else for
something they have.”
Josie places a mound of ricotta cheese
on the table next to homemade butter. Both
are homemade with milk from the Porters’
milking cow, which Josie milks every day.
“It’s just the diversity of what people
bring. Some people have eggs, some people can [food], some people have fresh
[vegetables]. Any reason to come to this
building, too,” Groves says of the Tecumseh Theater, built in 1907. Friend
and fellow swapper Angel Seurkamp
adds that the swaps are a tremendous
community builder.
“For us, it is the idea of providing for
our families and friends with our own

gardens and preserving fresh foods with
our own hands,” Groves says.
Groves catches everyone’s attention
to welcome Shawnee swap newcomers
Vanessa Ewing and Rocky Myers and
explains that people should start making bids on the swap papers. Though
attendees don’t have an obligation to
swap, most participants are more than
happy to. Adding some fun tension to
the swap, Josie teases and looks competitively around the room.
“I’m hustling people now. They know
what I like and what I want,” Josie says.
Tables are packed with swap goodies
like chai tea mix, raspberry jam, pasta
sauce, pickled cranberries, orange jelly
and mango zucchini jam.
“It takes me right back to my grandma’s garden,” Groves says. “[My twin
sister and I] helped our grandma chop

all the veggies for the same relish I make.
It seemed like it took all day, and I didn’t
really like it when I was a kid. Now, the
smell of the veggies being chopped and
the smell of opening a new jar of relish is
so nostalgic, and I love it.”
Groves came up with the food swap
idea with a friend. After trading goat
milk and eggs one day, they wondered
if anyone else had tradable items, too.
With the how-to guidance of foodswapnetwork.com, Groves created the Facebook group to manage each swap.
Food isn’t the only factor that makes
these swaps special; it’s the people who
participate and the stories they share.
“These are some of my favorite people here, so we’re kind of all interested
in the same thing,” Groves says. “I want
people to know that great things do happen in Perry County.”

SWAP AT HOME
Host your own food swap by taking these tips from Perry County foodies:
Tell your friends about the
swap and ask them to RSVP.
Creating a Facebook event
page makes this step easy.
Attendees prepare cooked
or fresh garden goods.
Don’t forget to add a label
for each item, make a few
samples and BYOB.

On the day of the swap,
lay out sign-in sheets,
nametags, swap cards,
plates and utensils. Set
samples aside for tasting as
guests arrive.

jam

Have each swapper fill out
a swap card with his or
her name and items up for
grabs.

Begin making bids on the
swap cards. The best offer
seals the deal.

Time to swap!
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Taking Flight
Bird enthusiasts say our region is a great place
to spot a variety of feathered friends
Story by Brooke Bunce |

K

yle Carlsen swiftly navigates the steep trail of Washington County’s Broughton Nature and Wildlife Education Area. The mix of leaves, mud and ice on the
ground cracks and squishes underfoot. At the top of
a tall hill, Carlsen stops and pauses, directing his gaze upward.
“Do you hear that? That’s a Blue Jay. You can tell from the
high pitch of its call,” he says without a trace of doubt.
Carlsen, 24, the assistant editor at Bird Watcher’s Digest, a
Marietta-based publication, is one of the many avid birders
swooping through our region.
So what is birding exactly? The typical definition describes
a bird-watcher as someone who watches and identifies birds in
the wild. But the practice is much more than that—it’s an entire subculture. Like discovering the birds themselves, though,
it takes some searching to discover the niche.
Luckily, the network of birders within Southeast Ohio is
growing each day, thanks to an increase in technology. One
such example Carlsen gives is eBird, a website that enables
birders to report their findings, in real-time, to a global online
community. Facebook is also a major player in helping connect
birders across the state and across the world.
“When someone finds a certain species, usually they comment about it and maybe include a picture,” Carlsen says. “It

Illustrations by Chloe Hoeg

lets other people looking for that bird know where to find it.”
Since he was 6 years old, Carlsen has been fascinated with
birds, beginning first with a fixation on bald eagles.
In addition to his job at BWD, Carlsen has contributed to
the birding trend by starting his own touring company, Back
Road Birding. He conducts group tours and private tours for
both new and veteran birders. He also runs workshops to help
experienced birders sharpen their skills or to help new birders
pick up the hobby.
For Martin Beal, a 21-year-old student at Ohio University,
birding became an accidental passion. He first stumbled upon
the activity at summer camp around the time he was 15 years
old, finding that his enjoyment increased each time he went
out to watch the birds. Soon, he was gifted a pair of binoculars
and a birding field guide. From then on, his interest in birding
took flight and continued to grow.
“If you don’t try to find it, then you won’t know it exists,”
Beal says. “It’s a very specialized type of activity. Once you get
a foothold, the limits are endless.”
THE BENEFITS

For those who partake in birding, the benefits alone are
enough to make it worthwhile. For starters, getting into birding
costs little to no money; all that’s needed is a basic pair of binoc-

Golden-crowned Kinglet

If you don’t try to find it, then you won’t know it exists.
It’s a very specialized type of activity. Once you get a
foothold, the limits are endless.”

BIRDING ESSENTIALS:
» BINOCULARS

– MARTIN BEAL

ulars, a location and a will to learn. Even
for an experienced birder like Beal, he says
there’s still “so much more to learn.”
As for a location, birding can happen
just about anywhere, whether it’s a backyard, a designated bird trail or a completely secluded natural habitat. For the
best diversity in bird species, both Beal
and Carlsen recommend choosing an environment that has diversity in its makeup. For example, a variety of birds can
be spotted at a location that includes a
combination of trees, streams and fields
rather than a single type of vegetation.
For Beal, finding new locations adds
to the appeal of birding.
“My favorite place to bird is a place
I’ve never been,” he says.
There are a few surefire locations that
he can depend on, such as Lake Hope
State Park in McArthur or Strouds Run
State Park in Athens. Even when he’s just
walking to and from class on the busy
streets of OU’s campus, Beal says his ear
for birding never shuts off.
“My passion for birding has made
walking around town more exciting,” he
says. “I’m always hearing their chatter.”
In addition, ideal birding locations
bolster the surrounding local economies.
As Carlsen says: “Many areas are starting
to market themselves as great birding destinations in order to encourage more birders to visit their town or city. It’s an exciting opportunity for many communities.”
And naturally, communities concerned with boosting their birding appeal are also intent on protecting the
surrounding habitat that supports the
birds’ homes and livelihood.
“As people get into birding and really
start learning about birds, they tend to
become more aware of the various issues

These will help to look at
birds in the distance. A
good, basic pair won’t cost
more than $40.

affecting our environment today. Birders
make great conservationists,” Carlsen says.
GET STARTED

Beal and Carlsen are both in their early 20s, proving that birding isn’t just an
activity reserved for older generations. In
reality, people of all ages can participate.
Beal’s advice for birders who are just
starting out is to take along a friend who
has some birding experience. Patience
is crucial, he says, and a first-time bird
watching experience should have as few
distractions as possible.
“It’s either an adventure or a chore,”
Beal says. “Don’t worry about bringing a
book or your cellphone.”
Southeast Ohio caters to new birders,
and touring companies such as Carlsen’s
are popping up more frequently. Carlsen
is able to take new birders on starter tours
that outline the basics and usher them
into the vast world of birding.
Last but certainly not least, birding is
an activity that can be tailored to each individual’s needs or desires. It can be done
alone or with others. It can be a learning
or teaching experience. It can be a form of
relaxation or rigorous exercise. In the end,
it all comes down to the approach.
Spotting a Golden-crowned Kinglet in the lofty branches above, Carlsen
swiftly pulls out his iPod and accesses
a birding app that mimicks the petite
bird’s shrill call. With each ring of the
device, the small Kinglet, with a patch
of sunny yellow topping its head, hops
closer and closer to Carlsen’s set of binoculars. Against the barrage of green and
brown foliage, the Kinglet’s pop of gold
is like uncovering hidden treasure. For
Southeast Ohioans, birding is swiftly
becoming the most rewarding scavenger
hunt in the area.

» QUIET SHOES

You don’t want to frighten
any birds if you happen to
crunch stray twigs or
fallen leaves.

TRAIL
MIX

» HIGH-ENERGY
SNACK FOODS

Granola, nuts and dried fruit
are great options for long
days out on a birding trail.

» FIELD GUIDE BOOK

Identify unfamiliar birds or
find a new species to search
for on the go.

» BIRDING APP

Use your smart phone to
identify and track birds as
well as tag where you found
a species. Top apps include
iBird and Audubon Birds.

WEB EXTRA
Inspired to spot some feathered friends?
Visit our website for an interactive map
of the region’s popular birding destinations to get started today.
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Power
Paddle
of the

Whether fighting the competition or cancer,
these Mariettans help each other stay
afloat on and off the water
Story by Brooke Bunce |
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t’s Saturday afternoon at the Betsey Mills Club in Marietta, and rapid-fire chatter meets hearty laughter to fill
one room to the ceiling. The MOV’n Dragons dragon
boat team is having their second team meeting of the year.

As more members file into the cozy, Victorian-style room, the dull hum of old friends embracing and saying their greetings turns into a
full-out roar of conversation.
“Quiet in the boat!” Susan Corcoran, president of the MOV’n Dragons, booms over the
chaotic buzzing of excited voices. It takes a few
minutes for the silence to settle in. Corcoran,
standing front and center, instructs the team
to “be on their best behavior” for the meeting, a statement met with another surge of
snickering. And with that, the Dragons lunge
into action.

Now in their seventh season, the MOV’n
Dragons began as one woman’s dream to start
a dragon boat team in the Mid-Ohio Valley.
Gretchen Feldmaier, an educator and a prominent figure of change in the Marietta community of Washington County, beat breast cancer once during her life. When it returned in
2005, she learned it was terminal. Instead of
giving up, Feldmaier decided to leave behind a
lasting legacy for others who have beat, or are
currently fighting, cancer.
“She knew of her impending death,” says
Janet Chase, former MOV’n Dragons presi-

Photos by Mitch Casey
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We’ve had some people that have gone
through hell and back, with cancer and so
forth, and they’re on this boat, alive;
physically and mentally, they want to be
there. That’s what’s important.”
– JANET CHASE
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dent who knew Feldmaier personally.
“She had a love for the Asian culture,
and she knew of the dragon boat. She
had it all planned.”
Enlisting friends and funds from the
community, Feldmaier laid the team’s
foundation. After her death in February
2006, a boat and other supplies were
purchased using her founding gift to
the Marietta Community Foundation.
In honor of her memory, the MOV’n
Dragons’ first boat is named “Gretchen’s
Phoenix.”
“By 2007, we were in the water,”
Chase says.
Dragon boats are made up of 20 paddlers, with 10 on each side. There is a
steerperson in the back to guide the boat
and a drummer in the front, ensuring
the paddlers stay in unison. Like canoes,
dragon boats are elongated and low,
but also slender and hefty; the MOV’n
Dragons’ boat weighs in at a staggering
800 pounds.
Feldmaier’s desire to start a dragon boat
team was inspired by Donald C. McKenzie, a sports medicine specialist and
exercise physiologist from the University
of British Columbia, Vancouver. His research found that dragon boating was the
perfect therapy for breast cancer patients;
the upper body movement encouraged
healthy physical activity and healing,
while the camaraderie of the team environment welcomed social support.
Even though the team was created with
breast cancer in mind, the MOV’n Dragons don’t have an exclusive lineup. Anyone
can join the team, regardless of his or her
medical history.
“We’re a group of survivors and supporters. We have some breast cancer; we
have some ovarian cancer, skin cancer,”
Chase says. “We’re different ages, different sizes, different athletic abilities.
Some are afraid of the water, and some
are taught swimming lessons.”
The team discovered that the average age of any given member is 59 ½.
Though the majority of the MOV’n
Dragons are women, men are also peppered throughout their roster.
The Dragons aren’t exactly keen on
the word “survivors” to describe themselves; instead, they’ve found a word far
more suited to their taste, “thrivers.”
Theresa Fitzgerald, the team’s treasurer, has a strong opinion about the
“s-word.”
“I don’t like the word ‘survivor.’ I
know when you first find out that you’re
diagnosed with cancer, there’s a struggle,
yes. But I’m not surviving; I’m thriving.
I’m beyond that,” she says, having fought
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bouts of both breast and skin cancer.
Chase adds, “It’s the idea that they
survived their chemo, their radiation.
Now they’re ready to live again. They’ve
been through some of the darkest days
of their lives.”
It’s apparent that the MOV’n Dragons
foster companionship as well as a competitive environment. The word “family”
is the backbone of the team. Corcoran attests to the bonds she’s formed
since her time with the Dragons from
its beginnings.
“Having worked for so many years
and focusing on my family, I didn’t really have a good network of friends,”
she says. “I have really found so much
friendship from this group. These people are truly my friends. And I know
that they have my back no matter
what happens.”
Fitzgerald has also noticed members
transform from the time they first sat
in the boat and held a paddle. Joining
a team sport and participating in competition has bred growth that she says
is visible.
“What I’ve seen is these women that
join, at first, they’re real quiet and hesitant. And as time goes on, they become
confident because they’re working in the
boat together as a team and helping each
other with the skill,” Fitzgerald says.
The team’s bonds translate not just
to their personal lives, but also to life in
the boat. Regardless of whether they had
cancer, haven’t had cancer, or currently
have cancer, the team unites as one entity to make the dragon boat run smoothly. When all the paddlers are in perfect
timing with each other at the exact same
speed, the dragon awakens.
“That’s what the team is,” Chase says.
She makes a paddling motion with her
arms, sweeping both sides of her body.
“Being in-sync … in perfect timing … together. And you know when you have it.”
In that moment, the team is not several members, but a collective unit.
The Dragons also contribute as much
as possible to the community of Marietta. Whether it’s inviting people to join
them on the boat, cleaning up the bike
trail or walking in the Labor Day Parade,
the MOV’n Dragons make themselves,
and the mission of Feldmaier, known.
“The word has gotten out who we are.
And I think the word has gotten out that
we’re a fun group of people,” Corcoran
giggles. “We really try and give back to
the community as much as we’re taking
from the community.”
The Dragons compete in a series
of races from May to October. They

travel the country to compete, from as
close as Akron, Ohio, to as far as Buffalo, New York. In the end, winning
races isn’t their main priority; it’s the
act of just being there. Chase knows
that it’s always the spirit that carries the
Dragons through.
“We’ve had some people that have
gone through hell and back, with cancer and so forth, and they’re on this
boat, alive; physically and mentally they
want to be there,” Chase says. “That’s
what’s important.

WEB EXTRA
Did you know dragon boat festivals occur
every year in China on the fifth day of
the fifth month of the lunar calendar, the
same day a poet took his life? Visit our
website for more photos of the MOV’n
Dragons and the history of this 2,000year tradiiton.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Teammates warm up on the back deck of the Marietta College boathouse before a Saturday morning practice on the Muskingum River; the dragon boat moves at its swiftest when all paddles are aligned; the steady beating
of a drum keeps the paddlers in time.
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There’s a lot of local involvement at all levels.”
– DAVID REISER

Lake Hope Lodge patrons enjoy local flavor in both their dinner and entertainment.

Rustic Rebirth
With undying community support, the Lake Hope Lodge lives on
Story by Kelsi Bowes

F

rom the grainy wooden beams of
the building’s frame to the ceramic
turtle inlaid in front of the fireplace
to the polished wooden tables and chairs,
the new Lake Hope Lodge is a symbol of
Vinton County’s passion for community.
This isn’t the first lodge, however. The
original Lake Hope Lodge was constructed in 1950 but burned down in February
2006; the cause of the fire is still unknown.
“The old lodge had that classic feel,” says
Matt Rapposelli, the chef proprietor of the
new lodge. “It was old and dark and stone
and had a big fireplace in the dining room.”
A staple for more than 50 years, the
lodge’s destruction hit the community hard,
but residents remained hopeful it would
soon be rebuilt. And hope kept them going
for another six years, even as the lodge’s new
future was falling apart at the seams.
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In 2008, two years after the lodge
burned down, $5 million was given to the
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
(ODNR) once an insurance settlement
was reached. RVC Architects Inc., an
architectural firm in Athens, was chosen
for architectural and engineering work for
the new lodge in February 2009. Though
construction was set to begin in 2010,
budget issues stopped RVC from working
on the project further.
Then, ODNR Director Sean Logan
told Vinton County officials that construction would be pushed back to 2012
because of budget constraints. Meanwhile,
some of the money from the insurance settlement was temporarily diverted to operating expenses of the other state parks.
At that point, the local community had
had enough. Residents began calling the

commissioners and writing letters to Gov.
Ted Strickland, pushing to have their lodge
rebuilt and demanding to know why it was
not being done. Vinton County Commissioner Jerry Zinn says it “was more or less a
public outcry to get it rebuilt.”
It wasn’t until a Nov. 11, 2009 article
appeared in the Columbus Dispatch that
details came out of what was happening
to the insurance money.
In the article, Thomas Morgan, the
previous Vinton County commissioner,
is quoted as saying, “If this isn’t illegal,
it’s certainly a very low act against the
citizens of Vinton County, taking the
money away from the settlement and using it for other purposes. Vinton County
has been used to taking it. We haven’t
fought back, but we are doing it now.”
Zinn says opinions vary as to what

finally convinced ODNR to rebuild the
lodge, but he truly believes it was the
Dispatch article written by Mary Beth
Lane. Shortly after, Zinn was contacted
by Logan and told the community was
getting the money back for the lodge
to be rebuilt. At first, ODNR said they
would not put another restaurant in it.
But at the urging of the community and
local officials, ODNR eventually agreed.
The new lodge was deemed a LEED
project, standing for Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design. The ultimate
goal of LEED projects is to make buildings
more sustainable and environment-friendly. As a result, there were many regulations
the architects of RVC were required to follow for the new building.
“It was difficult because you’re dealing
with the state, you’re dealing with bureaucracies, you’re dealing with rules and
regulations and law and everything,” says
RVC architect David Reiser. “And those
are challenges, but it was well worth it.”
During construction, RVC set out to
feature locally produced elements in the
lodge. Walking inside, visitors can smell
the new paint, recently cut and freshly
varnished wood, and smoke from the fireplace. The wooden beams came from the
Zaleski State Forest, where they were cut
and then taken to the mill. The Zaleski
seal is visible on the beams today.
Local stonemasons laid the stonework, including the large fireplace located in the entryway. Sandy Plunkett,
an artist from Athens, is creating a series
of three paintings—one on local plants,
the second on local animals and the last
on Native American cultures of the region—that will hang in the lodge. The
turtle inlaid in the tile floor was also put
in by a local artist, and area carpenters
crafted the wooden tables and chairs,
featuring different woods throughout
the lodge.
“There’s a lot of local involvement at
all levels,” says Reiser. During construction, there were many community members who were interested in the project as
well. Reiser recalls old timers who would
come in and share their stories during
the lodge’s rebuilding.
“It felt like I was doing something
good that these people wanted a focus, a
positive focus,” he says.

In particular, the Hungarian community in McArthur used to hold an event at
the lodge every year. But after it burned
down, they were forced to have their
gathering elsewhere. Reiser says they were
adamant about getting the lodge rebuilt;
one of the women would even bake cookies and make fruit baskets, bringing them
to the weekly construction meetings for
the workers. Today, there is a stained glass
Hungarian flag recognizing their support
in one of the windows of the Vinton
County room downstairs.
Toward the end of construction,
RVC began to look for chefs to take over
the lodge’s restaurant.
Rapposelli had been working for
Ohio University Culinary Services as
executive chef for roughly six years,
and during this time, he and Eric Lee,
the other chef proprietor of Lake Hope
Lodge, began discussing business ideas.
As they were looking for opportunities, RVC approached them about possibly
taking over the restaurant. Rapposelli says
that after looking at the lodge, he and Lee
agreed it was what they were looking for
in a business and decided to give it a shot.
The lodge opened to the public in November 2012 and since then, Rapposelli and Lee have been working nonstop.
Rapposelli says they were prepared for a
lean season, as winter is not typically a
busy time of year. They were surprised,
however, when an overwhelming number
of people began to frequent the lodge.
The first time the restaurant opened
for Sunday brunch was January 2013. Lee
and Rapposelli were frantically preparing
to get everything together when a server
told them they had to look outside.
“And we go out and there was a line
of 250 people waiting to come in for
Sunday brunch. No advertising,” Rapposelli says. “There was nothing other
than the fact that people had heard we
were going to be open.”
Business has been booming ever
since, with waits of 30-45 minutes
on the weekends. But the chefs ensure customers have something to do,
sometimes bringing in local artists,
like jewelry makers, to provide guests
with entertainment while they wait to
be seated. Rapposelli adds that there
will be “all kinds” of local artists’ work
on display, and local musicians have
already appeared.
“The other thing that’s just been
perfect to me is the response from local
folks. They’ve been supportive, they’re
back again and again,” Rapposelli says.
“If we can keep that up, all will be right
with the world.”

LIFE OF LAKE HOPE LODGE

It wasn’t easy getting Lake Hope Lodge back
on its feet, but its roots in the community
have always held strong. Here is a look back
at the lodge’s crucial points in history.

1950
The original Lake
Hope Lodge
is built.
2006
In February, the
original structure
is destroyed by
a fire.

2009
RVC Architects
Inc. is chosen
for architectural
and engineering
work in April.

2008
$5 million is
given to the
Ohio Department of Natural
Resources in
the insurance
settlement.

25

2009-2011
ODNR pushes
construction on
the lodge back
from 2010
to 2012.
2011
After ODNR
returns the
funds, the
project resumes;
construction on
the new lodge
begins in July.

2013
In January, Matt
Rapposelli and
Eric Lee host
their first
Sunday brunch.

2012
Construction of
the new Lake
Hope Lodge is
finished in October; it opens
for business in
November.
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Aged
Love
With

At Laurel Valley Creamery,
making cheese is a family affair.
Story by Holly Coletta
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Celeste Nolan lets her youngest child, Harlan, taste test a piece of delicious cheese.

W

hen Celeste Nolan moved onto a 110-acre farm in Gallia County in 2001,
she didn’t know a thing about dairy farming. Fast forward 12 years, four
kids and 15 cows later and she’s the cheesemaking queen of Laurel Valley Creamery. Laurel Valley Creamery creates about 10 different types of cheeses, from seasonal pepper jack and Jersey Drover to year-round mozzarella and aged Gruyère.
The Nolans and Laurel Valley Creamery are also responsible for the muchloved fried cheddar curds at Jackie O’s
and creamy Guava Cloverton ice cream
at Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams in Columbus. Their cheese is sold at local farmers
markets, Fluff Bakery & Catering, Casa
Nueva and Village Bakery.
“I didn’t even drink milk growing
up,” Celeste says. “I didn’t ever really think about where it came from. It
was always just like, ‘from the fridge.’ I
was oblivious.”
Now, she knows exactly where her milk
comes from: Jersey cows, 1,500-pound
dairy Hulks, some affectionately given
monikers, such as “Edgarina,” and others
referred to as their delivery numbers in
the milking barn beside her home.
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Laurel Valley Creamery is as locally
focused as a local business can be. Celeste
and her husband, Nick, run every aspect
of the business by hand. Nick spends
his afternoons in the milking barn and
taking care of the animals, while Celeste prepares the cheese. The Nolans’
animals, 15 cows and seven “heirloom”
pigs (a nickname for old-fashioned
breeds that haven’t been hybridized or
genetically modified in any way) are fed
handmade whey and leftover kitchen or
garden scraps.
The Nolans also handle all the packaging and shipping of the cheese and are
responsible for transportation to farmers
markets during weekends. Celeste says
there is usually someone who comes in
to help clean and package, but for the

most part, she’s the triple-threat who
handles cheesemaking, selling and mommy duties.
The 34-year-old Michigan native
churns out cheese with all the savvy of
a pro, despite lacking a college education or pinstriped suit of a stereotypical
businesswoman. Instead, Celeste met
her farmer-in-crime in Florida, while
she was “chasing boys after high school.”
The two stuck together through a longdistance relationship and eventually
ended up in Southeast Ohio, close to his
farm-fanatic family.
Celeste admits she used to have anxiety about not going to college.
“I still go back and forth like, ‘I
should have gone to college,’ you
know, just to say that I could. But [the

creamery] is really successful. It’s a good thing to teach my
kids,” she says.
And often clad in a casual comfy outfit of button-down blue
plaid, ripped jeans and a magenta wool hat, she looks much
more laid-back than any degree-holding businesswoman. Her
brown hair is usually pulled back away from her face in a bandana or ponytail, and her brown eyes are warm and welcoming.
“I can’t even imagine going and working for someone else,”
she says.
After all, the cheese magic she makes at Laurel Valley
Creamery couldn’t happen in an office cubicle. Instead, it happens in a two-room barn shed dubbed the “cheese house slash
daycare.” Here, Celeste spends at least five days a week mixing
ingredients—pasteurized and unpasteurized milk, cultures and
rennet—to create Laurel Valley Creamery’s signature cheeses.
The exact amount can vary, but Celeste says she can usually get a pound of cheese for every gallon of milk. A typical
batch can yield as much as 120 pounds of cheese, which is
then placed in wheel molds and later left to a two to six month
shelf life.
When she’s not brewing the enormous metal cheese cauldron, Celeste does housework or paperwork, often with little helpers, Lilah and Harlan, her two youngest children. The
curly-haired tots, ages 4 and 2 respectively, often accompany
Momma Nolan on her cheese-making days, busying themselves with crayons, toys, visits to grandpa’s (who lives next
door) and, of course, cheesy snack breaks.
“It’s funny how the two little ones eat cheese versus the two
older ones,” Celeste says. “[Edgar and Gus] didn’t grow up with
the cheese. Lilah will eat, like, a half pound of the Cloverton
if I salt it. Like, no questions asked, she’ll eat it with a spoon.”
The two elder Nolans might not have the lactose cravings of
their baby siblings, but they still help turn Laurel Valley Creamery into an all-out family affair. Edgar, the oldest at 9, helps out
with the hay, bedding and calves. His little brother Gus, 7, likes
to milk with dad. Celeste says both boys like to do other “boy
things” and baseball, but they’re also pretty good at babysitting
their young siblings when mom needs an extra hand.
Not only are the kids learning valuable life lessons about
healthy food and the farming lifestyle from mom and dad, but
they look adorable doing it. With the exception of baby Harlan, who’s a strawberry blonde, the Nolan kids take after their
father with their ginger-colored locks. The dimples and spunk,
however, come straight from mom.
“I don’t figure that everyone will want to stay here,” Celeste says. “I hope someone wants to, but if they don’t want
to, they don’t have to. Right now, it’s supporting us and our
family and I’d like to grow as they grow so it can support
them and their families.”
The farm, which stretches across hills, fields and a small
pond, has been in her husband’s family since 1947, when his
grandparents moved to Gallia from Boone County, West Virginia. They milked on the farm through 1990, and in 2001,
Nick and Celeste moved to the farm to help with caretaking,
eventually purchasing the land in 2003. By 2005, they began
dairy farming, and in 2009, they turned to making cheese.
The Nolans got into cheesemaking because it seemed to
be a more lucrative business than milking, and the start-up
investment was cheap. Plus, cheese is a better long-term deal;
if the milk didn’t sell right away, they would have to throw it
out. If the cheese doesn’t sell right away, it gets reshelved and,
probably, even tastier with age.
As of now, the Nolans mostly sell to wholesalers and businesses, though they occasionally ship to some individual stores
or people and often make appearances at farmers markets.
Columbus, Athens and Huntington, West Virginia, are the

FROM TOP One of the Nolans’ 15 Jersey cows grazes on the
farm’s grass; Celeste plays with her children, Harlan (left) and
Lilah (right), as the cheese is churning.

SAY CHEESE

Keeping track of the Nolans’ different cheeses can be a tough job.
Here are tasty tidbits on some of their popular offerings:
» Cora
Simple, versatile and mild. Cora cheese melts easily, so it is
commonly used in sandwiches and dishes.
» Cloverton
Soft and subtly sweet, Cloverton cheese is made fresh weekly
in small batches—it’s good right from the spoon.
» Cheddar curds
These small, bite-sized pieces of cheese can be fried or battered. Salty and flavorful, they make for a great snack, as seen
at Jackie O’s.
» Galaswiss
This raw milk cheese has a bold, nutty flavor, yet resembles the
look and feel of regular Swiss. The name pays homage to the
county seat.
» Havarti
Super soft and creamy, Havarti is a mild cheese most often
served with fruit and wine.
» Jersey Drover
This cheese is exclusive to Laurel Valley as the taste is dependent on the cows’ diet. It’s a raw milk cheese with a sharp
flavor and a natural rind.
— MADDIE GAITHER
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In addition to it being
good for my family, if you
eat my cheese, it’s good
for a community. The
more things we can do
locally as opposed to
globally benefits us.”
– CELESTE NOLAN

main markets, but Celeste has started
shipping cheese to Cleveland and sometimes sneaks a block or two to friends
in Michigan.
“Athens has been very, very supportive and encouraging,” she says. “They
welcomed us with money and arms and,
‘Here, I want this cheese!’ which is good.
It’s good to have a market.”
As the Nolan family grows, Celeste
also hopes Laurel Valley Creamery
does, too. She says that she can see the
future holding more cows and perhaps
branching out into selling the whey
they currently feed the animals. But
she’s not looking to set up farms across
the U.S. and become a mega-corporation business.
Instead, she wants to keep the focus
on their farm, adding things to make it a
cheaper and cleaner environment. Celeste
says they are looking into alternative-energy projects so that they are not so dependent on electricity. They would also
like to look into biodiesel alternatives.
“That’s how I see us growing,” she
says. “Not larger and larger, but more
sustainable and energy-diverse. The
more that we can rely on ourselves, the
better off we are.”
She also hopes that the pro-organics,
environmentally conscious movement
that is so prominent in many places in
Southeast Ohio continues to move forward both in the community and beyond.
“In addition to it being good for my
family if you eat my cheese, it’s good for
a community. The more things we can
do locally as opposed to globally benefits
us,” Celeste says. “Here in Gallia, we’re
taking grass, we’re taking sunshine and
water and we’re turning that into something for the community.”
LEFT The Nolans (clockwise from bottom left: Edgar, Nick, Celeste, Harlan,
Lilah and Gus) keep Laurel Valley
Creamery running on family ties.
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Matt Rapposelli
Chef Proprietor of Lake Hope Lodge

the

CHEF
special
Meet three chefs who are
spicing up Southeast Ohio’s
culinary scene with a passion
for food and people

j
Photo illustration by Meg Vogel
Photos by Jason Chow
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att Rapposelli is not a
subtle sort of chef. A
man with a big smile,
cherubic face and booming laugh, he prefers food that is as lively
as his personality.
“I’m a bold flavor person. I’m not
a subtle flavor person,” he explains.
“Kind of smacks you in the head, but
they’re so complex.”
Take the rib basket, for instance. The
sweet and spicy ribs, fired in the Vinton
County lodge’s hickory-fired pit, have
a hearty, smoky flavor, and they come
with a traditional side of natural-cut
fries and coleslaw.
For vegetarians who crave loads of flavors, his Luna Burger will more than satisfy. Created with grains and beans from
Athens’ Shagbark Seed & Mill, it is served
on an in-house potato bun. Even better,
there is also a gluten-free BBQ version.
Matt originally received a degree in
recreation and wildlife from Hocking
College in the 1980s. But he later decided to attend the New England Culinary
Institute in Vermont.
“My family’s always been in the food
business. So I was always connected with
food and the food industry growing up,”
Matt explains.
Afterward, he and his wife made their
way back to Southeast Ohio. He worked at

different restaurants around Athens and at
the Glenlaurel Inn & Cottages in Hocking
Hills. Then, Matt decided he wanted to
start his own business, and the Big Chimney Bakery in Canaanville was born.
Though Matt ultimately left the bakery to take an executive chef position
at Ohio University, in the back of his
mind, he always knew he would get back
into business. After six years at OU, he
teamed up with friend Eric Lee, a fellow
OU co-worker, to run the restaurant at
Lake Hope Lodge.
Since then, he and Lee have been
working “every waking minute,” but he
typically enjoys cooking at home and
spending time with his wife and dog, a
Samoyed named Koba. In his spare time,
he loves to ride his motorcycle and travel
to different food destinations, his favorite cuisine being Indian because of all the
intense flavors and spices.
At home, he has a very firm belief
in how things should be laid out. He
prefers his kitchen be spacious to allow
a more interactive and entertaining dining experience.
“You’re always cooking while the entertaining is going on,” he says. “I’ve always wanted to make sure I could be part
of it and that visitors could be part of it.”
But for Matt, the best thing about
being a chef is the people with whom he

shares a momentary bond through the
food he creates in his kitchen.
“There is nothing better than making
people happy, and to make them happy
with food,” he says.
— KELSI BOWES

MATT’S TOP FOOD DESTINATIONS
» Seattle and the Pacific Northwest
“Really innovative foods, a fantastic
bounty of local ingredients.”
» Chicago
“Always great new places as well as
incredible, timeless ones.”
» New York
“The pulse of the latest ethnic foods,
great pizzas and the best value for
the money.”
» Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia
“Simple food with the best flavors right
from the sea, not to mention some of
the best motorcycling scenery I have
ever seen.”

JOIN MATT
Where » 27331 State Route 278
   
McArthur, OH 45651
Online » lakehopelodge.com
Phone » (740) 596-0601
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Anthony Schulz
Executive Chef of The Inn & Spa at Cedar Falls

Susie Cork

Manager/Chef of Shaw’s Restaurant & Inn

A

s the boyish and auburn-haired Anthony Schulz
discusses his daily routine of
kitchen prepping and menu
planning, it is no surprise he talks with his
hands. After all, his profession relies on it.
At 36, Anthony is the executive
chef at The Inn & Spa at Cedar Falls in
Hocking County, where his food draws
visitors from across Ohio.
Many of those visitors often return to
the restaurant for traditional dishes such
as scallops, Anthony’s personal favorite,
or filet mignon, the most frequently sold
item on the menu. Regardless of diners’
entrée preferences, Anthony strives to
provide every palette with simple, clean
and fresh tastes that bring people back
for more.
“Being here for as long I have, there
is a following,” Anthony says. “It’s [the
food] consistent and people know what
they’re going to get.”
Since 2007, Anthony has been
thoughtfully creating the menu and
meticulously preparing each dish at
the inn’s restaurant. Though he lets his
assistants have some freedom with plating the meals and desserts, Anthony
likes to be in charge of the ingredients
and the compilations of the entrées.
Somewhat of a perfectionist, he has a
habit of making and remaking dishes
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until they are just right.
“I can be [picky at work], because
when I’m here it’s different because it’s
my name on everything,” Anthony says.
“I involve my staff so they can see the
stress involved in making it right when it
finally makes it to the plate.”
In addition to the main course, desserts at the restaurant are made daily
from scratch. Though he got his start in
the kitchen preparing cheesecakes out
of his home in Minnesota, at the inn he
most enjoys making creme brulee. The
summer season features a fresh lavender-honey creme brulee, while the fall
season features a pawpaw creme.
“It’s amazing what flavors you can do,
and people are just fascinated by them,”
Anthony says.
Anthony graduated from the French
Culinary Institute in New York City in
2003. After a few brief chef jobs in New
York, Anthony stumbled upon the job
opening at the inn, where he was instantly drawn to the small, family-owned
business. Anthony completed a threeday working interview, and innkeepers
Ellen Grinsfelder and Terry Lingo hired
him on the spot.
Today, the well-spoken and mild-mannered Anthony describes his job at the
inn’s restaurant with great enthusiasm
and humility.

“You’re only as good as the last plate
you put out,” he says. “It’s just about
making people here want to come back.
That means something to me.”
— MAGGIE MCGINLEY

IN THE KITCHEN WITH ANTHONY
These two brews are full of flavor and pair
well with pungent cheeses:
» Mystic Mama IPA
Jackie O’s Pub & Brewery
» Torpedo Extra IPA
Sierra Nevada Brewing Co.
This wine is fruity without being sweet and
has the ideal balance of acidity:
» Viognier Roussanne
Kinkead Ridge Winery

JOIN ANTHONY
» The Inn & Spa at Cedar Falls
Where » 21190 State Route 374
    Logan, OH 43138
Online » innatcedarfalls.com
Phone » (800) 653-2557

O

utside the kitchen, Southeast Ohio native Susie
Cork might not look like a chef. With a runner’s
cap overtop her blonde ponytail and a navy blue
T-shirt hugging her slim physique, she is that and
much more.
As general manager and chef at Shaw’s Restaurant & Inn in
Lancaster, Susie is combining her creative culinary skills with
an energetic personality to shake things up at the old-fashioned
inn. She uses adventurous flavors to create lemony, smoky and
grilled tastes for the Fairfield County restaurant’s customers.
“I’m always doing something fun,” she says enthusiastically.
In addition to overseeing Shaw’s 40 employees, Susie makes
the desserts for the restaurant, creates the quarterly menu, runs
the desk five nights a week, oversees room renovations and
teaches cooking classes every weekend on the third floor in her
“cooking studio.”
“Hands-on, demonstration [classes], all kinds. Ethnic,
French, you name it,” she says modestly. “What a great job.”
Her cooking knowledge and charisma make her a natural
when it comes to teaching in the studio. Though she often uses
the cooking courses as an opportunity to draw in customers,
most of all she wants her students to get to know not only her
food, but her personality as well.
Susie’s upbeat attitude shows through her menu, too. She
adds just enough flair to not interrupt Shaw’s “classic” reputation as a steakhouse. Susie tries to be a little hip with her
menu selections, with improvements such as gluten-free and
“really fun” vegetarian entrees. She also has an affection for
exotic dishes.
“I love to cook anything ethnic, just a cool take on something,” she says.
The philosophy “local is better” is also incorporated into
Shaw’s meal prep. Seasonal produce from farmers markets,

cream out of Bexley, Ohio, as well as corn from a third generation farm in Circleville are just a few of the ingredients Susie
sources from the area.
“I want to shop somewhere where the money is going back
into the economy,” she says.
Susie graduated from the Kendall Culinary College in Chicago as valedictorian of her class. After 17 years of working in
various kitchens in the Chicago restaurant scene, she returned to
Lancaster in 2007, taking over the business from her father. She
brought a knack for cooking and a passion for change that has
allowed Shaw’s to thrive as an upscale restaurant in a small town.
For Susie, creating menus and improving meals comes easily
when you learn to “think outside of the box.” She describes her
job as high energy, with little room for laziness or repetitiveness.
“I go to the ends of the earth just to get stuff to make sure
it’s really awesome,” Susie says. “I really care.”
— MAGGIE MCGINLEY

SUSIE’S IDEAL MEAL
» Appetizer: Baba ganoush with homemade naan bread
» Entree: Grilled lamb vegetable skewers with chimichurri sauce
» Side: Tabouleh
» Dessert: Fresh peach-plum pie with homemade creme fraiche
» Wine pairing: Malbec or cabernet

JOIN SUSIE
» Shaw’s Restaurant & Inn
Where » 123 North Broad St., Lancaster, OH 43130
Online » shawsinn.com
Phone » (800) 654-2477
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Local Folks

| Storyteller

Wehyehpihehrsehnhwah, also known as Ron Hatten, keeps his Shawnee roots alive by sharing traditional Native American
stories with the community.

Living History
Tour with this Jackson storyteller for tales of Shawnee traditions and life
Story by Olivia Young |

D

Photos by Erin Corneliussen

ressed with hand-sewn moccasins on his feet, a
wampum around his neck and a flint knife on his belt,
Wehyehpihehrsehnhwah blesses the Leo Petroglyph, an
ancient rock carving, with tobacco and a native prayer.
His Shawnee name translates to Blue Jacket, but he is more
commonly known as Ron Hatten, a Jackson native who has kept
his—and the entire region’s—Native American roots alive. Unlike his
siblings, who have adopted a more modern lifestyle, Hatten made
it his mission to continue the traditions his grandfather entrusted
to him.
In Native American culture, grandfathers pass on wisdom to future
generations through storytelling, and Hatten’s grandfather had many
stories to tell. At 8 years old, his grandfather was taken from his
home in Oklahoma to attend an assimilation school, where he was
forced to speak English rather than Shawnee and integrate into an
unfamiliar lifestyle.
In 1887, the U.S. Congress passed the Dawes Act, encouraging
Native Americans to boost their independence by moving away from
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tribal life and into American society. This, however, forced
many to hide their heritage by cutting their hair, speaking
English and dropping ancient traditions. Uncomfortable with
such coercion, Hatten’s grandfather fled to the only place he
knew he’d be safe—his grandfather’s house.
“My grandfather’s grandfather taught him the meaning of
being Shawnee,” Hatten says. “He was a very strong culturalist.”
But many would call Hatten a strong culturalist, too. Last
year, he started leading groups of people through the Hocking
Hills to teach them about his people, those who claimed
the land first. He is one of more than 10 storytellers in the
program, says Jim Stratton, founder of the Hocking Hills
Adventure Trek.
“He is a living, modern-day Shawnee raised by his
grandparents and parents in the traditional way,” Stratton
says. “It’s been almost an indescribable learning experience
for me to hear him tell his stories.”
Hatten’s stories boast a variety of traditional Native American
themes such as nature, family and forgiveness, but Stratton
says they all teach a lesson in some way. Since 2012, Hatten
has been telling those stories at the Trek Theatre in Logan
every Saturday.
“When I first thought of this, I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be
cool if you were walking through the woods and you ran across
a Shawnee and they were speaking Shawnee?’ I imagined him
sitting on a horse,” Stratton says. “But when I talked to Ron,
he explained to me that he wouldn’t be on the horse, that
he would be leading it instead, because riding the horses is
reserved for [other people].”
The hikes go to about 10 locations, but Hatten tells his
Shawnee tales at the Saltpetre Caves in the Hocking Hills. One
other place he holds close to his heart is the 1,000-year-old
boulder near his childhood home, the Leo Petroglyph.
“This is sacred ground to me,” Hatten says, “so I always
offer up some tobacco to it.”
Around 1200 A.D., an unidentified tribe left Jackson with
37 carvings on the ancient rock, which lies flat on the forest
ground just off the side of a gravel road, protected by a shelter
house. It is decorated with carvings thought to depict humans
and animals, created by the Fort Ancient people who thrived
in Ohio and Kentucky.
“The history of Native Americans in this county has to go

back to the very earliest emergence of man,” says Michael Stroth
of the Ohio Historical Society. “The reason is that Jackson was
the location of the famous Scioto Salt Works and those were an
oasis for animals—especially for megafauna, large animals such
as mammoths—because they were the largest in all of Ohio.”
Not only did the animals linger around the Salt Works, but the
men and women who hunted them found use for the salt, too.
European settlements during the 18th century created
tension with the Native Americans. The well-known Shawnee
Chief Tecumseh tried ceaselessly to unite tribes against their
new neighbors until his death during the War of 1812. Within
the next 50 years, the last of the Native American tribes fled.
But just because whole Native American tribes haven’t
settled in the region since then doesn’t mean their culture has
been forgotten. At the age of 8, Hatten remembers sleeping
right next to the Leo Petroglyph with his grandfather. Just
miles away from it, the two of them shared a two-bedroom
house with seven others—Hatten’s two brothers and parents
as well as his grandmother and her two brothers—the
Shawnee way.
“We slept sideways across the bed,” he says. “Being in
that kind of confinement, you’d think that it would drive
everybody nuts, but we hugged when we got up in the
morning, we hugged when we got home from school and we
hugged when we went to bed. I don’t know anything else.”
After the death of his grandfather, Hatten became a nurse,
a profession in which he could care for other grandmothers
and grandfathers like a true Shawnee warrior. When his wife
of 30 years became ill with bone cancer, he followed tribal
customs, staying by her side until her death.
Now retired and in his 60s, Hatten can be found exploring
the countryside or roaming his own home in traditional
Shawnee garb, including a handmade tunic with leather
leggings and a ring through his septum, just like Tecumseh
had. But Hatten says maintaining his Shawnee heritage hasn’t
been easy, as he still faces the rejection his grandfather faced
100 years ago.
“We are the only race on this continent that was conquered,
so we always have the mentality that everything has been taken
away from us. Not just our land, but our culture,” Hatten
says. “I live it. I think it. I have trouble trying to understand
other things.”

LEO PETROGLYPH DECODED

There are 37 carvings on the Leo Petroglyph. Archaeologists have guessed that they depict humans, animals, even footprints. There is no evidence of
which tribe left the carvings there, but they are said to be of the Fort Ancient people.

FISH

The Leo Petroglyph is located in Jackson County, just a few miles off U.S.
Route 35.

Though Native
American tribes often
farmed and hunted
for food, fish were
a large part of their
diets year-round. They
made spears using
wood, copper
or metal.

ANIMAL TRACKS

Animal tracks are
common in Native
American rock carvings as they represent
the naturalistic
lifestyle. Some
carvings illustrated
animals with supernatural elements.

HUMAN FIGURE

This human-like figure
seems to capture the
most attention from
visitors. Its unfamiliar
horns lead some to
suspect it represents
a shaman or
medicine man.

SNAKE

In Native American
mythology, the snake
is viewed as a spiritual leader with healing
powers. It’s been said
that many shamans
were born under the
traditional symbol.
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Local Folks

| Horse Lover

G E N T L E

G I A N T S

John Hutchison and his team of draft
horses equal old-fashioned fun
Story by Marlowe Alter | Photo by Susannah Kay

D

eep in the woods near Albany, a team of midnight
black Percherons chauffeurs John Hutchison in
an old-time carriage around his 140-acre Vinton
County farm. Since the former teacher retired, his
horse-and-carriage business has become his life.
For more than 35 years, he has presided over the land,
which has been in his family since the 1890s. Though he also
manages a Christmas tree farm at the foot of his driveway, his
true love has always been horses. After retiring and inheriting
three beautiful draft horses from his father-in-law in 2004,
things finally fell into place.
In 2005, he launched his fledgling business, Hutchison
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Horsedrawn Wagon & Carriage Service LLC, which provides
carriage rides at weddings, funerals, proms and festivals. He
has three wagons to cater to different occasions, one being a
white carriage with a convertible top.
What the Alexander High School and Hocking College retiree loves most about the new business is spending time with
the horses, a passion he discovered before his feet could even
reach the stirrups.
“When I was 5, I can remember wanting a horse, maybe
worse than I’ve ever wanted anything since,” he says.
But his family, too poor to afford a horse, bought him a
donkey instead. Hutchison named his new four-legged friend

Silver, after Lone Ranger’s famous horse, and played with him
almost every day.
Even without a saddle, he learned to ride Silver bareback.
He finally got his first horse when he was 10. Despite the lack
of professional training, Hutchison learned to break horses on
the side through “trial and error” with the help of his grandfather, who trained horses all his life.
These days, he has given up breaking young horses to take
up a more peaceful hobby: training them to pull his carriages.
Hutchison remembers his first horse-and-carriage gig with the
Athens Uptown Business Association, which hired him to give
rides during the Athens Tree Lighting Festival in 2005.
“They wanted to make it a hometown Christmas,” says
Dawn Worley-Sims, project manager for the Athens Area
Chamber of Commerce. “John was a big step towards creating that atmosphere for the community, and it’s been
extremely popular.”
Ron Lucas, Athens deputy service-safety director, has been
taking his family on rides with Hutchison since the business began and says he loves the small-town charm of the
carriage rides.
“[It’s] just being on the horse and carriage in the Court
Street setting,” Lucas says. “Going up and down the brick
streets, listening to the horses and seeing the smiles on
people’s faces.”
Hutchison has since expanded the business to many different events, including giving rides at The Ridges for the Ohio
Alumni Association during Halloween as well as at the annual
Pawpaw Festival and Lake Hope State Park.
“They like the horses, they like the ghost stories, they like
going along and hearing the clippity-clop of the hooves,”
Hutchison says. “These horses are pretty attractive; they really
are kind of gentle giants. We put kids up on top of them and
let them get pictures sitting on top of them. A lot of times, I’ll
let someone help me drive the team for a while.”
One of his most popular rides has been the trip to Moonville Tunnel, an old, allegedly haunted relic that sits in the
forest of Brown Township in Vinton County. He and his son
lead groups through the abandoned tunnel while telling ghost
stories and tracing the rich history of the area.

Despite the booming business, Hutchison has faced his fair
share of struggles, including a fire that burned his barn to the
ground in 2011—as a result, he lost three of his horses.
“It was one of the saddest days of my life,” he says.
His neighbors and the surrounding community immediately sprang into action, bringing bales of hay for his surviving
horses. Days later, two of his long-time friends called him up
and told him, “We’re going to rebuild your barn.” More than
30 people volunteered to help erect the new structure, allowing
the barn to be completely rebuilt in a week.
Yet, one thing was still missing: the horses.
He was unable to afford a new team, but another friend
swooped in and agreed to split a team with Hutchison. Now,

When I was 5, I can remember wanting
a horse, maybe worse than I’ve ever
wanted anything since.”
– JOHN HUTCHISON

horses Bill and Dick make up one of two teams that drive his
carriage rides.
“It was unbelievable the help they provided,” he says of his
neighbors and friends.
While the carriage rides are a hit, Hutchison is hoping to
host them more frequently and at different places. “I want to
give tours of The Ridges year-round,” he says. He thinks the
tours would breathe life back to the historic grounds that sit
near Ohio University’s campus, but first he must convince
the university.
“No one is opposed to it,” he says. “Everybody I’ve talked
to says it’s a good idea. But it’s like trying to move a glacier.”
For now, he’s still spending most of his time with his welltrained draft horses back on the farm. And there’s nowhere else
he’d rather be.
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Rearview

| Summer Band

PHOTO BY ADAM BIRKAN

Ben Kain, Aaron Smith, Sean Fen
and Jake Loew of Hunnabee & The
Sandy Tar Boys perform on Court
Street in Athens on a spring
evening in 2012.
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1-855-4-HOLZER

Establish with a Primary Care Physician today at Holzer Health System.

www.holzer.org | www.holzerclinic.com
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